
Nil Durden - 'Heads Or

Tails' (Self Released)

Michael Monroe - London,

Islington O2 Academy - 9th

April 2010

Rick Nielsen - Cheap Trick

Tres Calaveras – London,

Kings Cross, Scala – 9th

April 2010

SLUGFEST 2 – Alma

Street, Abertillery - 7th &

8th August 2009

Suffocation – ‘Close Of A

Chapter’ (Relapse)

Wolf/Cauldron – Dudley,

JB’s - 16th October 2009

Cannibal Corpse/Dying

Fetus/Annotations Of An

Autopsy - London, Koko - 29th

October 2009

Nirvana 2002 - 'Recordings

89-91' (Relapse)

Abraxus - 'Wretched

Existence' (Relapse)

Insomnium - 'Across The

Dark' (Candlelight Records)

Oppressor - 'The Solstice Of

Agony And Corrosion' (Mortal

Music)

Obscura - 'Retribution'

(Relapse)

Echovirus – ‘Invictus’ (Casket

Music)

The Black Dahlia Murder –

Houston Texas, The Meridian –

1st March 2010

Ancestral Legacy –

‘Nightmare Diaries’ (Femme

Metal Records)

Solution 45 – ‘For Eons Past’

(AFM Records)

The Breathing Process -

'Odyssey: (Un)dead' (Seige Of

Amida Records)

Thunderstone - 'Dirt Metal'

(SPV)

Arise - 'The Reckoning'
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Written by David Whistance   
Tuesday, 03 August 2010 06:00

If I had to choose one word to describe Phoenix Arizona's

(Sic)monic then the word would simply be "challenging".

From the band's curious moniker to the title of their

second album 'Somnabulist', (Sic)monic are a band that

leaves the casual listener feeling somewhat perplexed.

 

Originally created as a female fronted band they then decided to

combine various male/female vocalists, before the band finally

settled on current vocalist Taylor Hession, who is an immense

vocalist, displaying incredible diversity in his delivery. 

 

Personally I'm not in favour of categorising music into nice, safe

categories which thankfully I can excused be from in the case of (Sic)monic as they simply can't

be categorised. Drawing from such a huge range of musical influences, ranging from death metal

and prog rock through to jazz fusion with the odd nod to country rock thrown in for good measure.

 

The album kicks of in ferocious style with the brutal 'To The Fiendz', a brutal assault to the ole

eardrums before taking the listener on a complex musical path featuring a mighty death metal

vocal even including a brief nursery rhyme in the form of 'Hands, Knees and Toes'.

 

If that number wasn't brutal enough for you then title track 'Somnambulist' will leave your ears

bleeding, as it features an extreme vocal along with some ferocious drum work care of Zack R

Sewell.

 

As vocalist Taylor Hession varies his vocal style from death metal/metalcore through to a more

easy listening accessible style there are moments during the album where the band remind me of

nineties band One Minute Silence particularly in the vocal delivery, and there are slight moments

where System Of A Down springs to mind. Yet I wouldn't label the band as imitators as I feel they

portray themselves as leaders not followers.

 

Along with the heavier numbers such as 'Illumination' and 'Of Blood And Grace' the band manage

to exceed themselves with two perfect slabs of emotion with the more ballad orientated numbers

'Requiem' and 'Paradiseum' but don't get alarmed, I'm not talking Bon Jovi material here.

 

The album closes with the curious country offering I alluded to earlier in the shape of  a cover

version of 'Devil Went To Georgia' proving that these Arizona boys possess a sense of humour

along with a great musical talent, a great number and a perfect ending to a mighty fine album.

 

Just like any challenge in life, persevere and you will be rewarded.

 

www.myspace.com/sicmonic
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